
TISTEN E R

Date:23-08-17

Subiect: Periodontics and general health

Chief coordinator:Dr.Viond Mathew

Presenter:Anjana M. A

RJ:Kalyani

Pushpava niarogyam live programme started
with an introduction to the topic. Later the t
symptoms of periodontitis, how it affects ge
control periodontitisstarting from basic scali
Talk was concluded by making people aware
again.

Evaluation was based on

1. Sub.iect knowledge
2. Speech Cla rity
3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence
5. Content

OBSERVER

Confident and clear
presentatlon
Good voice modulation
Covered almost all aspects
of the topic

at 9:15am at Radio Macfast 90.4. The programme started
opic was discussed in detail, which include the signs and
neral health, treatment modalities to be undervent to
ng procedure to surgical procedure and grafting technique
of cause, signs and symptoms and interrelationship once

PRESENT ER

Good presentation
Confide nt speech

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Department of public

health Dentistry for giving
me this opportunity.

L



Date:09-08-17

Subject: Lasers in periodontics

Chief coordinator:Dr. Vinod Mathew

Presenter:Cindrella Jose

RJ:Kalyani

PushpavaniArogyam live programme started at 9:15am at Radio Macfast 90.4. The proBramme started

with a general introduction on the topic Lasers in Periodontics. After giving brlef introduction, the topic

was discussed in detail by Dr.Jerrin. The application of laser in dentistry as well as perlodontics was

explained. The types, uses, advantages, disadvantages of lasers were also explained. The importance of

lasers in periodontal surgical procedures and in healing surgical wounds was discussed. The talk was

concluded by making awareness about lasers in public and about less chances of complications after

treating gum diseases.

1. Subject knowledge

2. Speech Clarity

3. Voice Mod ulation
4. confidence

5. Content

LISTEN ER OBSERVER

. Confident and clear
presentation

o Good voice modulation
. Covered almost all aspects

of the topic

Good presentation

Confide nt speech

It was a new experience
Feeling tha n kful to the
Department of Public

hea lth Dentistry for giving

me this opportunity.

EORGE VARGHE.CE

l--/.
Pushprcllri Cotlege ol Dental Sciences

PRESENTER

Evaluation was based on:
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Date .26-7 -17

Subject: behaviou ral management

Chief coordinator:Dr.Elizabeth Josepn

Presenter:Amritha Lal

R:Kalyani

pushpavaniArogyam live radio prograrn 5tarted wrth , €lencral introduction on the topic child dental

treatment & b€havioural management

Talk comes to conclusion by rnaking aware about the frrst derAal visrr , importance of pedodontist&

mother on child behaviour.

1. Subiect knowledge

2. Speech Clarity

3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence

5. Content

OBSTRVER PRESE N TER

I

i

I

. Confident and clear
presentation

. Good voice modulation
e Covered almost all aspects

of the topic

Good presentation

Confident speech

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Department of Public

health Dentistry for giving
me this opportunity.

it
Dr: K GE0R
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Seiencec
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Evaluation was based on:
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PushpavaniArogya m rive radio tark started with a generar introduction on earry chirdhood caries by
Dr'G ibiSyriac. Dr. Akku exprarned the topic with an introduction & treatment modarities was arso
discussed. The topic came to a concrusion by making peopre aware about the chances of earry chirdhood
caries in children , jmportance of treatment & its prevention.

Date:L2-7 -17

Subject:Early childhood caries & ideal snacks

Chief coordinator:Dr.GibiSyriac

P rese nter:Dr. Akku Sunny

RJ:Sheethal

Evaluation was based on:

1. Subject knowledge
2. Speech Clarity
3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence
5. Content

Confident and clear
presentation
Good voice modulation
Covered almost all aspects
of the topic

TISTENER OBSERVER

Good presentation
Confident speech

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Department of Public
health Dentistry for giving
me this opportunity.

c

PRESENTER



Date:14/06/L7

subject: DENTAL CARIES

Chief coordinator:Dr. Rahul

Presenter:Dr. Neethu K Vattayal

RJ:Kalya ni

The programme PushpavaniArogyam Live talk started at 9:15 am at radiomacfast 90.4, The programme

started with a general introduction on Dental caries .Varies aspects of dental caries were explained.

Causes of dental caries like diet factor, host factor were explained. Varies types of treatment

modalities like restoration, rct were also explained and some preventive measures Iike diet alteration

fluoride application, pit fissure sealant were also explained. overall a conclusion about the topic was

given

Evaluation was based on

TISTE N E R OBSERVER

o Confident and clear
presentation

o Good voice modulation
o Covered almost all aspects

of the topic

Good presentation

Confident speech

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Department of Pu blic

hea lth Dentistry for giving

me this opportunity.

GEORGE VA.RGI-I:!,8
PRINCIPAL

Pusho:giri College of Denl;! Sr-icnnoc

PRESENTER

Y

1. Subject knowledge

2. Speech Clarity

3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence

5. Content
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Dare:7 /05/17

Sub.iect:DENTINAL H yp 
E RSE NSlTtVtTy

Chief coord inator:Dr Vinod Mathew

Presenter:Chandy Sebastian

RJ: Mr Sumesh

The program Push pagiriArogya m rive radioprograme started at g:15 am at radio macfastgo.4 . The
program started with a general introduction on the topic dentinar hypersensitivity by Dr. vinod Mathew
' Dentinal hypersensitivity is dental pain which is sharp in character and of short duration, arising from
exposed dentin surface rn response to stimuri, typicaly thermar, evaporative,tactire, osmotic, chemicar
or electrical and which cannot be described to any other dental disease. Talk comes to a conclusion by
making people aware about importance of healthy dietary and oral hygiene practices & about regular
dental checkup .

Evaluation was based on

1. SubJect knowledge
2. Speech Cla rity
3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence

5. Content

Confident and clear
presentation
Good voice modulation
Covered almost all aspects
of the topic

Good presentation
Confident speech

PRESENTER

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Department of public

health Dentistry for giving
me this opportu nity.

OBSERVER

)IPAL
of Dental Sciences

TISTENER



Date:3105/17

Subject: NUTRITION AND ORAL HEALTH

Chief coordinator:Dr.VlNOD MATHEW

Presenter: RISH I RAJAN

RJ: MT SUMESH

The program PushpagiriArogyam live radiotalk started at 9:15 am at radiomacfast 90.4. The program

started with a general introduction on Nutrition & Oral Health by Dr Arjun Parameswa r.Among all the
nutrition after a general introduction the talk concentrated more on Vitamins and related oral health

issue . Vitamin deficiency & oral manifestation which shows at an earlier stage of disease were dlscussed

& importance of early intervention in the condition & why it should not be prolonged was discussed

.Talk comes to a conclusion by making aware of the listeners, importance of balanced diet & regular

dental & medical checkups.

Evaluation was based on:

1. Subject knowledge

2. Speech Clarity
3. Voice Modu lation

4. Confidence
5. Content

OBSERVER

Good presentation

Confident speech

L

IiiCiPAL

LISTE N ER

. Confident and clea r
presentation

o Good voice mod ulation
. Covered almost all aspects

of the topic

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
De pa rtment of Public

health Dentistry for giving

me this opportunity.
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Date: 28 thAprll 2017

Subject: Periodic Dental Checkup

Chief coordinator: Dr Vinod Mathew Mulamootil

Presenter: Dr Joseph Thomas

RJ: Mr Rajesh

The program PushpavaniArogya m live radio program started at 9:15 am at radio MACFAST 90.4 at 9:

L5am at radio MACFAST 90.4 . The program started with a general introduction on the topic periodic

dental checkup,

After giving a general introduction , the topic was explained in detail .ln addition to daily brushing and

flossing routine dental checkups help to maintain oral health . lt is recommended to get dental check

ups every 6 months,but your dentist may recommend frequent or fewer visits depending on your dental

health.

Talk came to a conclusion by making aware of the importance of periodic dental checkup and the

advantages.

Evaluation was based on

1. Subject knowledge

2. Speech Clarity

3. Voice Modulation
4. confidence

5. Content

OBSERVER

o Confident and clear
presentation

o Good voice mod ulation
o Covered almost all aspects

of the topic

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Depa rtment of Pu blic

health Dentistry for Siving
me this opportu nity.

PRESENTER

Good presentation
Confide nt speech
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Pushprgiri College of Dental Sciences

LISTEN ER



Date: 26 th Aptil 2077

Subject: Dental tmplant

Chief coordinator: Dr Albin Abraham

RJ: Kalyanj

The program Pushpava niArogya m live radio programme started at g:15 am at radio Macfast go.4 at 9:15
am at radio MA.FAST 90.4 . The pro*ramme started with a generar introduction of dentar imprant by DrAlbin

After giving a general introduction , the topic was explained in detail . The advantages and
disadvantages of dental implant was explained. The indications and contra ind icatiois of dental implantwere discussed . Different methods to maintain the rongevity of the imprants were mentioned .

The through this program, it was abre to convince the risteners aboutthevarious aspects ofdentarimplants.

Evaluation was based on

1. Subject knowledge
2. Speech Clarity
3. Voice Modu lation
4. Confidence
5. Content

Good presentation
Confident speech

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Department of public

health Dentistry for giving
me this opportu nity.

lril^\

672 Dr.K G 0

TISTEN ER
PRESENTER

Confident and clear
presentation
Good voice modulation
Covered almost all aspects
of the topic
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The program pushpava niArogya m rive radio program started at 9: 15 am at radio MA.FAST g0.4. Theprogram started with a generar introduction on the topic orar urcers by Dr Tibin( Dept of orar pathorogy)

After giving a generar introduction , the topic was exprained in detair which incruded the types of orarulcers and its causes . rnvestigations and treatment options of orar urcers were discussed ,The tark cameto an end by making the risteners aware about the chances of marignancy with orar urcers .importanceof treatment and also about its preventron.

Date: 19th April 2017

Subject: Oral Ulcers

Chief coordinator: Dr Tibin

Presenter: Dr MeenuRosAnto

RJ: Mr Su mesh

Eva luation was based on:

1, Subject knowledge
2. Speech Clarity
3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence
5. Content

9BrElly_En PRESENTER
IISTENER

Confident and clear
presentation
Good voice modulation
Covered a lmost all aspects
of the topic

Good presentation
Confident speech

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Department of public
health Dentistry for giving
me this opportun ity.

/ARGHESE
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oate: 14 th April 20L7

subiect: Oral Habits

Chief coordinator: Dr Vinod Mathew Mulamootil

Presenter:Dr Greeshma Joy

R:Kalyani

The program PushpavaniArogyamlive radioprogram started at 9:15 am at Radio MACFAST 90.4 . The

program started with a introduction on the topic of oral habits .

After giving a general introduction , the topic was explained in detail . Various oral haits with its adverse

effects were discussed in details .various treatment options were also explained .

Talk came to a conclusion by making listeners aware about various types of oral habits and the need to

treat them early.

Evaluation was based on:

1. Subject knowledge

2. Speech clarity
3. Voice Modulation

4. Confidence

5. Content

OBSERVER PR ESE NTER

. Confident and clear
presentation

. Good voice mod ulation

. Covered almost all aspects

of the topic

Good presentation

Confident speech

It was a new experaence

FeelinB thankful to the
De pa rtment of Public

health Dentistry for giving

me this opportu nity.

1Dr. K GEORGE VAR,CHi

Prshp3giri ColleCc of Dcntal Sc;encns
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Date: 15thFebruary,2017

Subject: Oral Habits

Chief coordinator: Dr Vinod Mathew Mulamootil

Presenter: Dr Jeny Mary Jose

RJ:Su mesh

The program PushpavaniArogya m live talk started at 9:15 am at radio MACFAST 90.4 . The proSram

started with a general introduction to oral habits . Various types of oral habits were explained .lt's

causes and the influence of these oral habits on the skeletal and dental development were explained

Various treatment options were discussed . Parents were motivated about the need for proper

treatment stratergies.

Overall a conclusion was given about the talk.the importance of proper oral health and oral habits were

grven.

Evaluation was based on

LISTEN ER OBSERVER

Confidence in speech

Presentation in diluted
plain language

This was my very first talk
on air and was very new

and fresh experience. Since

Dr. Vinod was all through
out with me in molding the
topic in a presentable way I

cou ld less stressfullY

express all the concePt

with the support of RJ

Ka lya ni.

1. Subject knowledge

2. Speech Clarity

3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence

5. Content

PRESENTER

. Subject knowledge

. Advanced information
o Speech output clarity



Date: 12 thApril , 2OU

Subject: Oral cancer and precancerous lesions

Chief coordinator: Dr Vinod Mathew Mulamootil

Presenter: Dr Limy Jose

RJ: Mr Sumesh

The program pushpavaniArogyam live radio programme started at radio MSA6FAST 90.4. The programstarted with a general introduction on oral cancer. After a well detailed introduction , various forms ofvoral cancer , causes of orar cancer ,risk factors , factors causing precancerous resions , its Significance inoral cancer along with various types of precancerous lesions r,iere discussed .

The talk came to an end by making conclusion by making people aware of chances of precancerous
lesions, importance of its treatment and prevention.

Evaluation was based on:

1. Subject knowledge
2. Speech Clarity
3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence
5. Content

ORGE VARGHE"qE
,R INC IPAL
rlleqe of Dental Sciences

OBSERVER PRESENTER

Confident and clear
presentation

Good voice mod ulation
Covered almost all aspects
of the topic

Good presentation
Confident speech

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Department of public

health Dentistry for giving
me this opportun ity.

,1,'
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I.ISTENER



Oate:8/O2/2Ot7

Subject: Common dental diseases and their treatments

Chief coordinator: Dr. Vinod Mathew Mulamoottil

Presenter: Dr. Tisa Thomas

RJ: Kalyani

The programme 'PushpavaniArogyam' live on air talk started at 9:15 amat Radio Macfast 90.4.
The programme commenced with a brief introduction on the topic common dental diseases and theirtreatments Then session then discussed on causes, treatments and preventive measures to letters sent
by patients to MACFAST radio. The session was concruded by giving proper impact on the fact that
" prevention is always better than cure,,

Evaluation was based on

BSERVER

. Subrect knowledge
o Advanced information
. Speech output clarity

Confidence in speech
Presentation in diluted
pla in la nguage

This was my very first talk
on air and was very new
and fresh experience. Since
Dr. Vinod was all through
out with me in moldinB the
topic in a presentable way I

could less stressfully
express all the concept
with the support of RJ

Kalyani.

1. Subject knowledge
2. Speech Clarity
3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence

5. Content

PRESENTER
!r5IE!!8
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Date:25/0L/2Ot7

Subject: Geriatric Dentistry

Chief coordinator: Dr. Vinod Mathew Mulamoottil

Presenter: Dr.Teena Johnson

Rl: Kalya ni

The programme 'PushpavaniArogyam' live on air talk started at 9:15 amat Radio Macfast 90.4.

The programme commenced with a brief introduction on geriatric dentistry. The common oral health

problems in elderly and oral health care for the were also mentioned in the introduction. The various

treatment options were explained including prosthodontic and endodontic treatments available.. The

session was concluded by giving importance of maintaining good oral hygiene to prevent tooth loss and

various treatment options available for replacement of lost teeth and the importance of maintaining

naturalteeth for one's lifetime.

Evaluation was based on:

1. Subject knowledge

2. Speech Clarity

3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence

5, Content

LISTEN ER OBSERVER

Confidence in speech

Presentation in diluted
plain language

This was my very first talk
on air and was very new

and fresh experience. Since

Dr. Vinod was allthrough
out with me in molding the
topic in a presentable way I

could less stressfully
express all the concept
with the support of Rj

Illvant

cfil-,

Dr. K. GEO

rK
VAnul

PRESENTER

o Subject knowledge
. Adva nced information
. Speech output clarity
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Date: 1Sth January

Subject: Oral health care upto 21 years

Chief coordinator: Dr Vinod Mathew Mulamootil

Presenter: Dr Swathy John

RJ: Kalyani

The pusphpavani rive radio tark started at 9:15 am at radio MA.FAST 90.4. The program started with anintroduction on orar hearth care upto 2l years by Dr vinod Mathew Muramootir . The common orarhealth problems were mentioned in the introduction. The session then continued with the discussionabout the dentar probrems in chirdren ,teenag"r*no yorng ,irrts . Different treatment options arongwith the importance of regular dental visits were also discus-sed.

The session was concruded by giving importance of maintaining good orar hygiene to prevent decay andvarious treatment options and ways to prevent it.

Evaluation was based on:

1. Subject knowledge
2. Speech Clarity
3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence

5. Content

LISTEN ER OBSERVER
PRESEN TER

. Confident and clear
presentation

. Good voice modulation
o Covered almost all aspects

_ of the topic

Good presentation

Confident speech
It was a new experienc
Feeling thankful to the
Department of public

hea lth Dentistry for giving
me this opportun ity.
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Date: 77/Or/20L7

Subject: lmportance of replacing missing teeth and various treatment options

chief coordinator: Dr. Vinod Mathew Mulamoottil

Presenter: Dr. Sheryl Roy

R,: Kalyani

The programme 'PushpavaniArogyam' Iive on air talk started at 9:15 amat Radio Macfast 90.4.

The programme commenced with a brief introduction on the importance of teeth and the need to care

for them. Then session continued with the discussion about the problems of not replacinB the missing

teeth. The various treatment options were explained including removable, complete, fixed partial

dentures and implants. The session was concluded by giving importance of maintaining good oral

hygiene to prevent tooth loss and in case of tooth loss awareness was given about various treatment

options.

1. Subject knowledge

2. Speech Clarity

3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence

5. Content

LISTEN E R OBS E RVE R

Subject knowledge

Advanced information
Speech output clarity

Confidence in speech

Presentation in diluted
plain la nguage

This was my very first talk
on air and was very new
and fresh experience, Since

Dr. Vinod was all through
out with me in molding the
topic in a presentable way I

could less stressfully
express all the concept

with the support of Rl

Kalyani.

\

Dr. K. GEI
P

Evaluation was based on:

PRESENTER

i,,
D,rshoagiri Coltege ol Dental Sciences



The programme pushpavaniarogyam rive tark started at g.15 am at radiomacfast at g0.4. Theprogramme started with a general introduction on tooth sensitivity. The difference between tooth painand tooth sensitivity was explained followed by the main cause for tooth sensitivity .The treatments tocorrect sensitivity were taught. overall a conclusion about the talk was given and the preventlon and themanagement of the tooth sensitivity was explained again.

Date:}7/06/t7

Subject: TOOTH SENSITIVtTy

Chief coordinator: Dr. Vinod Mathew

Presenter: Dr.Cyriac John

RJ: Miss Kalyanl

Evaluation was based on

1. Subject knowledge
2. Speech Clarity
3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence

5. Content

OBSERVER

Good presentation
Confident speech

TISTENER

Confident and clear
presentation

Good voice modulation
Covered almost all aspects
of the topic

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Department of public

health Dentistry for giving
me this opportunity.

i.TF
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PRESENTER
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subject:TooTH DlscoLou RATIoN

Chief coordinator: Dr. lose

Presenter: Dr.Anujill

RJ: Sheethal

The programme push pavaniarogyam live talk started at 9.15 am at radiomacfast 90 4. The programme

started with a general introduction in tooth discolouration. Varies aspects tooth discolouration were

explained causes of tooth discolouration like bidi,tea, coffee were explained .Va ries type of treatment

modalities like bleaching scaling polishing, composite filling,ve neeringetc were also explained. Overall

conclusion was given .

Evaluation was based on:

1. Subject knowledge

2. Speech Clarity

3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence

5. Content

PRESENTER

. Confident and clea r
presentation

. Good voice mod ulation
o Covered almost allaspects

of the topic

Good presentation

Confident speech

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Depa rtment of Pu blic

health Dentistry for giving

me this opportu nity.
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OBSERVER
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TISTE N ER
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\
Date25/05/L7

SUbJECt: FIXED PARTIAL DENTURE

Chief coord inator:Dr.Anil (urian

Presenter:Sruthi Johnson

RJ:Sheethal

The programme PushpavanlArogyam Live Radioprogramme started at g:15 at radiomacfastg0.4 .we
explained different types of fixed partiar denture, materiars used for fixed partiar denture, the
treatment procedures for the pracement of FpD . Tark comes to a concrusion by making peopre awareabout the importance of replacing missing teeth &FpD .

Evaluation was based on

1. Sublect knowledge
2. Speech Clarity
3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence
5. Content

PRESENTER

. Confident and clear
presentation

. Good voice modulation

. Covered almost all aspects
of the to tc

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Department of Public
hea lth Dentlstry for giving
me this opportunity.

bt-tEsE

,.nla/ Sc,bnc€s

TISTENER OBSERVER

. Good presentatjon

. Confident speech
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LISTENER

Date:Lj /05/L7

Subject: REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURE

Chief coordinator: Dr. Rene Kuriakose

Presenter: Sabatina Ja mes

R:Sheethal

The programme PushpavaniArogya Live Radio programme started at 9:15 am at Radiomacfastgo.4. The

programme started with a general introduction on the topic removable partialdenture by Dr. Rene

Kuriakose .We explained about different type of removable partlal denture, different materials used for

removable partial denture & awareness about the oral hygiene measures to be followed while using

RPD & about the retention of lower RPD, different situation in which RPD is indicated, difficulties faced

by a new denture wearer. Talk comes to a conclusion by making people aware about the importance of

replacing the missing tooth .

Evaluation was based on:

1. Subject knowledge

2. Speech Clarity

3. Voice Modulation
4. Confide nce

5. Content

oBsEEVEI| PRESENTER

. Confident and clear
presentation

. Good voice mod ulation

. Covered almost all aspects

of the topic

Good presentation
Confident speech

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
De pa rtment of Pu blic

hea lth Dentistry for giving

me this opportun ity.

Dr, K. GEORGE \ARGI{E-qE
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D,,.horqiri College of Dental Sc
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Evaluation was based on:

1. Subject knowledge
2. Speech Clarity
3, Voice Modulation
4. Confidence

5. Content

OBSERVER PRESEN TER

P& ctl

. Confident and clear
presentation

o Good voice mod ulation
o Covered almost all aspects

of the to ptc

Good presentation
Confident speech

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Department of public

health Dentistry for giving
me this opportu nity.

,xflor.SE

Date:73/0912017

Subject: Oral Cancer and Management

Chief coordinator:Dr. Vinod Mathew Mulammoottil

Presenter: Geo plous

RJ:Nortin

PushpagiriArogyam rive radio programme started at 9.15 am at Radio Macfast 9o.4FM. The program
started with a generar rntroduction on the topic "orar cancer and its Management,,. After a briefintroduction topic was discussed in detair, we arso discussed about cancer that can be a resurt ofimmunodeficiency. The talk concluded by highllghting the fact that ,,prevention 

is better than cure,,

LISTENER

?ces
tal e^r-



PRESENTERLISTEN E R

Date:t3/09 /2017

Subject: Tips to Oral Health Care

Chief coordinator:Dr. Vinod Mathew Mulammoottil

Presenter: Emil George

R:Sumesh

PushpagiriArogyam live programme started at 9.15am at Radio Macfast 90.4 FM. The programme

started with general introduction on the topic Oral Health Care.After Biving brief introduction, topic was

discussed in detail, which include general structure of tooth about its colour,type of brush and paste to
be used, the method of tooth brushing, the type of food items that should be consumed to keep our oral

cavity clean and the necessity of regular dental check ups. The talk concluded by reminding the public

about the importance of maintaining oral hygeine

Evaluation was based on

1. Subject knowledge

2, Speech Clarity

3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence

5. Content

OBSERVER

r Confident and clear
presentation

o Good voice mod u lation
o Covered almost allaspects

of the topic

Good presentation

confident speech

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Department of Pu blic
health Dentistry for giving

me this opportu nity.
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Pushpavaniarogyam rive programme started at g:15am at Radio Macfast g0.4. The programme startedwith an introduction to the topic. Later the topic was discussed in detair, which rncrude the signs andsymptoms of periodontitis, how it affects general health, treatment modalities to be undervent tocontrol periodo ntitissta rtinB from basic scaring procedure to surgicar procedure and grafting technique,Talk was concluded by making people aware of cause, signs andlyrpto.r.ro interrelationship onceagain.

0ate:23-08-17

Subject: Periodontics and general health

Chief coord inator:D r. Vio n d Mathew

Presenter:Anjana M. A

RJ:Kalyani

Evaluation was based on

1. Subject knowtedge
2. Speech Clarity
3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence
5. Content

OBSERVER

Confident and clear
presentation
Good voice modulation
Covered almost all aspects
of the topic

Good presentation
Confident speech

LISTENER

It was a new experience
Feeling than kful to the
Department of public

health Dentistry for giving
me this opportunity.

PRESENTER
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Date:09-08-17

Sub.iect: Lasers in periodontics

Chief coordinator:Dr. Vinod Mathew

Presenter:Cindrella Jose

RJ:Kalya ni

Pushpava niArogyam live programme started at 9:15am at Radio Macfast 90.4. The programme started

with a general introduction on the topic Lasers in Periodontics. After giving brief introduction, the topic

was discussed in detail by Dr.Jerrin. The application of laser in dentistry as well as periodontics was

explained. The types, uses, advantages, disadvantages of lasers were also explained. The importance of

lasers in periodontal surgical procedures and in healing surgical wounds was discussed. The talk was

concluded by making awareness about lasers in public and about less chances of complications after

treatinB gum diseases.

Evaluation was based on

1. Subject knowledge

2. Speech Clarity

3. Voice Mod u lation

4. Confidence

5. Content

o Confident and clear
presentation

o Good voice modulation
o Covered almost all aspects

of the topic

Good presentation

Confide nt speech

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Depa rtment of Pu blic

health Dentistry for giving

me thls opportunity.

EORGE VARGI{i.TE

D

PRESENTERLISTEN E R OBSERVER

9-'

\:



Date:26-7 -77

Subject: behavioural manageme nt

Chief coordinator:Dr.Elizabeth losepn

Presenter:AmrithaLaI

RJ:(alyani

PushpavaniArogyam live radio prograrn started wrth ; genelal introduction on the topic child dental

treatment & behavioural manag€ment

Talk comes to conclusion by rnaking aware about the irrsl derltal vistt . imBortance of pedodontist&

mother on child behaviour

Evaluation was based on

1. Sublect knowledge

2. Speech Clarity

3. Voice Modulation
4. confidence
5. Content

LISTE N ER

. Confident and clear
presentation

o Good voice modulation
o Covered almost all aspects

of the topic

Good pr asentation
Confident speech

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Department of Public

health Dentistry for giving
me this opportunity

q.qsFRVER PRESEN TER

K

ege of Dental Sciennas

+

\



Pushpava niArogyam rive radio tark started with a generar introduction on earry chirdhood caries by
Dr'GibiSyriac. Dr. Akku exprained the topic with an rntroduction & treatment modarities was arsodiscussed The topic came to a conclusion by making people aware about the chances of early childhood
caries in children , importance of treatment & its prevention.

Oaleil2-7 -17

Subject:Early childhood caries & ideal snacks

Chief coordinator:Dr.GibiSyriac

Presenter:Dr.Akku Sunny

Rl:Sheethal

Evaluation was based on

1. Subject knowledge
2. Speech Clarity
3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence
5. Content

PRESENTER

. Confident and clear
presentation

o Good voice modulation
. Covered almost all aspects

tISTENER

of the to ic

OBSERVER

Good presentation
Confident speech

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Department of public

health Dentistry for giving
me this opportunity.

Pushpao

6

\



TISTE N E R

oatet]4/06/L7

sub.iect: DENTAL CARIES

Chief coordinator:Dr. Rahul

Presenter:Dr. Neethu K Vattayal

R,:Kalyani

The programme PushpavaniAroByam Live talk started at 9:15 am at radiomacfast 90.4 The programme

started with a general introduction on Dental caries.Varies aspects of dental caries were explained.

Causes of dental caries like diet factor, host factor were explained. Varies types of treatment

modalities like restoration, rct were also explained and some preventive measures like diet alteration

fluoride application, pit flssure sealant were also explained. overall a conclusion about the topic was

given

Eva luation was based on:

1. Subject knowledge

2. Speech Clarity

3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence

5. Content

OBSERVER PRESENTER

. Confident and clear
presentation

. Good voice modulation
o Covered almost allaspects

of the topic

Good presentation

Confident speech

GEORGE VA.RG}{:SE
PRINCIPAL

.,4

Pusho:ciri Collece of Denrr! S^iarno,:

. lt was a new experience

. Feeling thankful to the
Department of Public

h€alth Dentistry for giving

Jne this opportu nity.

6)7

(.



The program pushpagiriArogyam rive radioprograme started at g:15 am at radio macfastgo.4. Theprogram started with a generar introduction on the topic dentinar hypersensitivity by Dr. vinod Mathew
' Dentinal hypersensitivity is dental pain which is sharp in character and of short duration, arising fromexposed dentin surface rn response to stimuri, typicaly thermar, evaporative,tactire, osmotic, chemicaror electricar and which cannot be described to any other dentar disease. Tark comes to a concrusion bymaking people aware about importance of hearthy dietary and orar hygiene practices &.bort ."grr,dentalcheckup.

Date:7 /O5/17

S U bJECt: D E NTINAL HY PE RS E NSITIVITY

Chief coordinator:Dr Vinod Mathew

Presenter:Chandy Sebastian

RJ: Mr Sumesh

1. Subject knowledge
2. Speech Clarity
3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence
5. Content

LISTE N E R

. Confident and clear
presentation

o Good voice modulation
o Covered almost all aspects

of the topic

OBSERVER

Good presentation
Confident speech

RGHESE

entalScience!

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Depa rtment of public

health Dentistry for giving
me this opportunity.

Evaluation was based on:

PRESENTER



Datet 3/O5/77

SUbJECt: NUTRITION AND ORAL HEALTH

Chief coordinator:Dr.VlNOD MATHEW

Presenter: RISHI RAJAN

RJ: MT SUMESH

The program PushpagiriArogyam live radiotalk started at 9:15 am at radiomacfast 90.4. The program

started with a general introduction on Nutrition & Oral Health by Dr Arjun Pa ra meswar.Amon8 all the

nutrition after a general introduction the talk concentrated more on Vitamins and related oral health

issue . Vitamin deficiency & oral manifestation which shows at an earlier stage of disease were discussed

& importance of early intervention in the condition & why it should not be prolonged was discussed

,Talk comes to a conclusion by making aware of the listeners, importance of balanced diet & regular

dental & medical checkups .

Evaluation was based on

Subject knowledge

Speech Clarity

Voice Modulation

Confidence
Content

OBSERVER PRESENTER

1,

2

3

4

5

. Confident and clear
presentation

o Good voice modulation
o Covered almost all aspects

of the topic

Good presentation

Confldent speech

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Depa rtme nt of Public

health Dentistry for giving

me this opportunity
_l

Dr.ffi

CoPushpagi

\\..V>

LISTEN E R



Date: 28 thApril 2017

subject: Periodic Dental checkup

Chief coordinator: Or Vinod Mathew Mulamootil

Presenter: DrJoseph Thomas

RJ: Mr Raiesh

The program PushpavaniArogyam live radio program sta(ed at 9:15 am at radio MACTAST 90.4 at 9:

15am at radio MACFAST 90.4 . The program started with a general introduction on the topic periodic

dental checkup.

After givinB a general introduction, the topic was explained in detail .ln addition to daily brushing and

flossing routine dental checkups help to maintain oral health . lt is recommended to get dental check

ups every 6 months,but your dentist may recommend frequent or fewer visits depending on your dental

health.

Talk came to a conclusion by making aware of the importance of periodic dental checkup and the

advantages.

Evaluation was based on

1. Subject knowledge

2. Speech Clarity

3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence

5. Content

LISTEN ER OBSERVER

Confident and clear
presentation
Good voice modulation
Covered almost all aspects

of the topic

Good presentation

Confident speech

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Department of Public

health Dentistry for giving

me this opportunity.

I
I

Pushpagiri College of Dental Sciences

PRESENTER



TISTEN E R OBSERVER

The program PushpavaniArogyam rive radio programme started at 9:15 am at radio Macfast g0.4 at 9:15
am at radio MACFAST 90.4 , The programme started with a generar introduction of dentar imprant by DrAlbin

After giving a general introduction , the topic was explained in detail . The advantages and
disadvantages of dental implant was explained. The indications and contraindications of dental implant
were discussed . Different methods to maintain the rongevity ofthe imprants were mentioned .

The through this program , it was abre to convince the risteners about the various aspects of dentar
implants.

Date: 26 th April2OtT

Subject: Dental tmplant

Chief coordinator: Dr Albin Abraham

Rl: Kalyani

Evaluation was based on:

1.. Subject knowledge
2. Speech Clarity
3. Voice Modulation
4, Confidence
5. Content

o Confident and clear
presentation

o Good voice modulation
. Covered almost all aspects

of the topic

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Department of public

health Dentistry for giving
me this opportunity.

Z?' Dr K. GEOR

Prrsho:qiri Cr

<>

. Good presentation

. Confident speech

PRESENTER



The program pushpavaniArogyam rive radio program started at g: 15 am at radio MA.FAST go.4 . Theprogram started with a generar introduction on the topic orar urcers by Dr Tibin( Dept of orar pathorogy)

After giving a generar introduction , the topic was exprained in detair which incruded the types of orarulcers and its causes . lnvestigations and treatment options of oral ulcers were discussed .The talk cameto an end by making the risteners aware about the chances of marignancy with orar urcers .importanceof treatment and also about its prevention.

Date: 19th April 2017

Subject: OralUlcers

Chief coordinator: Dr Tibin

Presenter: Or MeenuRosAnto

Rl: Mr Sumesh

1. Subject knowledge
2. Speech Clarity
3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence
5. Content

urrEx!4

Confident and clear
presentation

Good voice modulation
Covered almost all aspects
of the topic

Good presentation
Confident speech

t was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Depa rtment of public
health Dentistry for giving
me this opportunity.

OBSERVER PRESE NTER

e

Evaluation was based on:



*.'

Evaluation was based on

1. Sub.iect knowledge

2. Speech clarity
3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence
5. Content

LISTEN E R OBSERVER

. Confident and clear
presentation

o Good voice mod ulation
o Covered almost all aspects

of the topic

Good presentation

Confident speech

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Depa rtment of Public

health Dentistry for giving

me this opportunity.

Dr. K EUI(UL VANU h IG

Prshpaqiri College of Dcntal Sciences

Date: 14 th April 2017

subject: Oral Habits

Chief coordinator: Dr Vinod Mathew Mulamootil

Presenter:Dr Greeshma Joy

RJ: Kalyani

The program PushpavaniArogyamlive radioprogram started at 9:15 am at Radio MACFAST 90 4. The

program started with a introduction on the topic of oral habits.

After giving a general introduction , the topic was explained in detail . Various oral haits with its adverse

effects were discussed in details .various treatment options were also explained .

Talk came to a conclusion by making listeners aware about various types of oral habits and the need to

treat them early.

PRESENTER

1/ j.

ll

'(,



Date: 1sthFebruary,2O17

Subject: Oral Habits

Chief coordinator: Dr Vinod Mathew Mulamootil

Presenter: Dr Jeny Mary Jose

R:Sumesh

The program Pushpava niArogyam live talk started at 9:15 am at radio MACFAST 90.4 . The program

started with a general introduction to oral habits . various types of oral habits were explained .lt's

causes and the influence of these oral habits on the skeletal and dental development were explained .

various treatment options were discussed . Parents were motivated about the need for proper

treatment stratergies.

Overall a conclusion was given about the talk .the importance of proper oral health and oral habits were

grve n.

Evaluation was based on:

1. Subject knowledge

2. Speech Cla rity
3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence

5. Content

LISTEN ER OBSERVER PRESENTER 1
r

Subject knowledge
Advanced information
Speech output clarity

Confidence in speech

Presentation in diluted
plain languaBe

This was my very first talk
on air and was very new

and fresh experience. Since

Dr. Vinod was all through
out with me in molding the
topic in a presentable way I

could less stressfully
express all the concept
with the support of RJ

Ka lya ni.



The program pushpavaniArogyam rive radio programme started at radio MSA.FAST g0.4. The programstarted with a general introduction on oral cancer. After a well detailed introduction, various forms ofvoral cancer, causes of orar cancer,risk factors, factors causing p;ecancerous resions, its significance inoral cancer arong with various types of precancerous resions Jere discussed .

The talk came to an end by making concrusion by making peopre aware of chances ofprecancerouslesions, importance of its treatment and prevention.

Date: 12 thApril , 2017

Subject: Oral cancer and precancerous lesions

Chief coordinator: Dr Vinod Mathew Mulamootil

Presenter: Dr Limy Jose

RJ: Mr Sumesh

Evaluation was based on

1. Subject knowledge
2. Speech Clarity
3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence

5. Content

I.ISTENER
OBSERVER PRESENT ER

Good presentation
Confident speech

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Department of public

health Dentistry for givi
me this opportunity.

. Confident and clear
presentation

. Good voice modulation
e Covered almost all aspects

of the toprc

Dr. K. GE0RGE VARGHESE
PRIIiCIPAL

Pushprqiri Colleqe of Dental Sciencet'



oate: 8/O2/2077

Subject: Common dental diseases and their treatments

Chief coordinator: Dr. Vinod Mathew Mulamoottil

Presenter: Dr. Tisa Thomas

RJ: Kalyani

The programme 'pushpavaniArogyam' rive on air tark started at 9:15 amat Radio Macfast 90.4.
The programme commenced with a brief introduction on the topic common dental diseases and theirtreatments Then session then discussed on causes, treatments and preventive measures to letters sent
by patients to MAcFAsr radio. The session was concruded by giving proper impact on the fact that" prevention is always better than cure,,

Evaluation was based on

1. Subject knowledge
2. Speech Clarity
3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence

5. Content

LISTEN E R OBSERVER

Confidence in speech
Presentation in diluted
plain language

This was my very first talk
on air and was very new
and fresh experience. Since
Dr. Vinod was all through
out with me in molding the
topic ln a presentable way I

could less stressfully
express all the concept
with the support of RJ

Kalyani.

. Subject knowledge
o Advanced information
. Speech output clarity

PRESENTER



I

The programme 'PushpavaniArogyam' live on air talk started at 9:15 amat Radio Macfast 90.4.

The programme commenced with a brief introduction on geriatric dentistry. The common oral health

problems in elderly and oral health care for the were also mentioned in the introduction. The various

treatment options were explained including prosthodontic and endodontic treatments available.. The

session was concluded by giving importance of maintaining good oral hygiene to prevent tooth loss and

various treatment options available for replacement of lost teeth and the importance of maintaininB

naturalteeth for one's lifetime.

1. 5u blect knowledge

2. speech Clarity

3. Voice Modulation

4. Confidence

5. Content

LISTEN E R OBSERVEE PRESENTER

Subject knowledge

Advanced information
Speech output clarity

Confidence in speech

Presentation in diluted
plain language

Or. xrceOnCe VmCt
PRIHCIPAL

Pushprgiri College of Dental Sclencol

This was my very first talk
on air and was very new

and fresh expe rience. Since

Dr. Vinod was all through
out with me in molding the
topic in a presentable way I

could less stressfully
express all the concept
with the support of RJ

Kalyani.

<, c rt{

Date: 25/0L/2077

Subject: Geriatric Dentistry

Chief coordinator: Dr. Vinod Mathew Mulamoottil

Presenter: Dr.Teena Johnson

R,: Kalya ni

Evaluation was based on:

7l



Date: 18'h January

Subiect: Oral health care upto 2l years

Chief coordinator: Dr Vinod Mathew Mulamootil

Presenter: Dr Swathy John

RJ: Kalyani

The pusphpavani rive radiotark started at 9:15 am at radio MACFA5T 90.4 . The program started with anintroduction on orar hearth care upto 21 years by Dr Vinod Mathew Muramootir . The common orarhearth probrems were mentioned in the introduction . ft"."rrion then continued with the discussionabout the dentar probrems in children ,teena*ers and ,r;; .;rr,, . Different treatment options arongwith the importance of regular dental visits were also discuied.
The session was concruded by giving importance of maintaining good orar hygiene to prevent decay andvarious treatment options and ways to prevent it.

1. Subject knowledge
2, Speech Clarity
3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence
5. Content

I.ISTEN E R OBSERVER

Confident and clear
Presentation
Good voice modulation
Covered almost all aspects
of the topic

Good presentation
Confident speech

. lt was a new experience. Feeling thankful to the
Department of public
health Dentistry for giving

_ me this opportunity.

PRESENTER

Evaluation was based on:

,ESE

/.



oatet ttlotl2oTT

Subject: lmportance of replacing missing teeth and various treatment options

Chief coordinator: Dr. Vinod Mathew Mulamoottil

Presenter: Dr. Sheryl Roy

RJ: Kalyani

The programme 'PushpavaniArogya m' live on air talk started at 9:15 amat Radio Macfast 90.4.

The programme commenced with a brief introduction on the importance of teeth and the need to care

for them. Then session continued with the discussion about the problems of not replacing the missing

teeth. The various treatment options were explained including removable, complete, fixed partial

dentures and implants. The session was concluded by givinE importance of maintaining good oral

hygiene to prevent tooth loss and in case of tooth loss awareness was given about various treatment

options.

1. Subject knowledge

2. Speech Clarity

3. Voice Modulation

4. Confidence

5. Content

SEsEBVE8

This was my very first talk
on air and was very new

and fresh experience. Since

Dr. Vinod was all through
out with me in molding the
topic in a presentable waY I

cou ld less stressfully
express all the concept
with the support of RJ

Kalyani.

DrKC

Su bject knowledge

Advanced information
Speech output clarity

TISTE N E R

Evaluation was based on:

PRESENTER

Confidence in speech
Presentation in dlluted
plaln language

?-.\

)oe ol Dental Sciences
P

Drrshoagiri Cc



The programme pushpavan ia rogyam rive tark started at g.15 am at radiomacfast at g0.4. Theprogramme started with a generar introduction on tooth sensitivity. The difference between tooth painand tooth sensitivity was exprained forowed by the main cause ior tooth sensitivity.The treatments tocorrect sensitivity were taught overall a conclusion about the talk was given and the prevention and themanagement of the tooth sensitivity was explained again.

Oare:o7 /06/17

Subject: TOOTH SENStTIVtTy

Chief coordinator: Dr. Vinod Mathew

Presenter: Dr.Cyriac John

RJ: Miss Kalyani

1. Subject knowledge
2. Speech Clarity
3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence

5. Content

OBSERVER

Good presentation
Confident speech

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Department of public
health Dentistry for giving
me this opportun itv

Confident and clear
presentation

Good voice modulation
Covered almost all aspects
of the topic

Evaluation was based on:

lllrg!E8
PRESENTER

tilsottes,
'Oen&/ Scrbncgt



Datei3r/05/L7

Subject:TOOTH DISCOLOURATION

Chief coordinator: Dr. Jose

Presenter: Dr.Anujill

R:Sheethal

The programme pushpavania roByam live talk started at 9.15 am at radiomacfast 90.4. The programme

started with a general introduction in tooth discolouratlon. Varies aspects tooth discolouration were

explained causes of tooth discolouration like bidi,tea, coffee were explained .Varies type of treatment

modalities like bleaching scaling polishing, composite fillinS,ve nee rinBetc were also explained. overall

conclusion was given .

Evaluation was based on:

1. Subject knowledge

2. Speech Clarity

3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence

5. Content

OBSERVERTISTE N E R

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Department of Public

hea lth Dentistry for giving

me this opportunity.

. Confident and clear
presentation

o Good voice modulation
o Covered almost allaspects

of the topic

Good presentation

Confident speech

6r
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K, GEORGE VA0r
PRIHCIPAL
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The programme Pushpava n iArogyam Live Radioprogramme started at g:15 at radiomacfastgo,4 .we
explained different types of fixed partiar denture, materiars used for fixed partiar denture, the
treatment procedures for the pracement of FpD . Tark comes to a concrusion by making peopre awareabout the importance of replacing missing teeth &FpD .

Date:25/05/77

SU bJCCt: FIXED PARTIAL DENTURE

Chief coord in a tor: Dr.An il Kurian

Presenter:Sruthi iohnson

RJ:Sheethal

Evaluation was based on:

1. Subject knowledge
2. Speech Clarity
3. Voice Modulation
4. Confldence
5, Content

OBSERVER PR ES ENTER

Good presentation
Confident speech

],IUHE .:h

Confident and clear
presentation
Good voice modulation
Covered almost all aspects
of the topic

LISTENER

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Department of public

health Dentistry for giving
me this opportunity.

\d

enla, Science'

\
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LISTEN E R

Date:77 /05/77

SUbJECt: REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURE

Chief coordinator: Dr. Rene Kuriakose

Presenter: Sabatina James

RJ:Sheethal

The programme PushpavaniArogya Live Radio programme started at 9:15 am at Radiomacfastg0.4 . The

programme started with a general introduction on the topic removable partial denture by Dr. Rene

Kuriakose .We explained about different type of removable partial denture, different materials used for

removable partial denture & awareness about the oral hygiene measures to be followed while using

RpD & about the retention of lower RPD, different situation in which RPD is indicated, difficulties faced

by a new denture wearer. Talk comes to a conclusion by making people aware about the importance of

replacing the missing tooth .

Evaluation was based on:

1. Subject knowledge

2, Speech Cla rity

3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence

5. Content

OBSERVER PRESENTE R

. Confident and clear
presentation

o Good voice modulation
. Covered almost all aspects

of the topic

Good presentation

confident speech

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Depa rtment of Public

health Dentistry for giving

me this opportunity.

0r. K. GEORGE VARGT{E-sE
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6',.hn:oiri Colleqe of Denlal S
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PushpagiraArogyam rive radio programme started at 9.15 am at Radio Macfast go.4FM. The program
started with a generar Introduction on the topic "orar cancer and its Management,,. After a briefintroduction topic was discussed in detair. we arso discussed about cancer that can be a resurt ofimmunodeficiency. The talk concluded by highlighting the fact that ,, prevention is better than cure,,

Oate: 13/09/2017

Subject: Oral Cancer and Management

Chief coordinator:Dr. Vinod Mathew Mulammoottil

Presenter: Geo plous

RJ:N ortin

Evaluation was based on:

1. Subject knowledge
2. Speech Clarity
3. Voice Modulation
4. Confidence
5. Content

OBS E R VER PRESENTER

Good presentation
Confident speech

IGE

tct,

. Confident and clear
presentation

. Good voice modulation
o Covered almost all aspects

of the toptc

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Depa rtment of public

hea lth Dentistry for giving
me this opportun ity.
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LISTE N ER

Oatetl?/09 12077

Subject: Tips to Oral Health Care

Chief coordinator:Dr. Vinod Mathew Mulammoottil

Presenter: Emil George

Rl:Sumesh

PushpagiriArogyam live programme started at 9.15am at Radio Macfast 90.4 FM. The programme

started with general introduction on the topic Oral Health Care.After Biving brief introduction, topic was

discussed in detail, which include general structure of tooth about its colour,type of brush and paste to

be used, the method of tooth brushing, the type of food items that should be consumed to keep our oral

cavity clean and the necessity of regular dental check ups. The talk concluded by reminding the public

about the importance of maintaining oral hygeine

Evaluation was based on

1. Subject knowledge

2. speech Clarity

3. Voice Modulation
4. confidence
5. Content

OBSERVER

. Confident and clear
presentation

. Good voice modulation

. covered almost all aspects

of the topic

Good presentation
Confident speech

It was a new experience
Feeling thankful to the
Department of Public

hea lth Dentistry for giving

me this opportun ity.
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